Introduction
Gaussian wave function s have found increasingly wide application in recent years for molecular e n ergy calculations [1] .1 This is due to the relative ease of computation of the three-and fource nter coulomb integrals; a circ um stance that was first noted by Boys [2] and Mc Wee ny [3] . Boys de termined explicit formulas for all the relevant molecular integrals involvin g Is Gaussian fun ctions ce ntered at arbitrary points in space. He also observed that all other integrals co uld be obtained by differe ntiation of t he res ultin g formulas. Harris noted that this procedure would be very tedi ous and he exte nded the explicit algebrai c re presentation of the integrals to c ases where the prin cipal quantum number of the Gaussia n fun ction equ als the azimuthal quantum numb er [4] . However , whe n th e prin cipal qua ntu m numb er exceeded the azimuthal one the integrals were left as fun c tions of diffe re ntial operators. In this paper expli cit form ulas will b e obtained for all c ases by a diffe r ent procedure tha n that use d by Harris . Both the one-and two-electron coulomb integrals will be consid ered. The nuclea-r attraction integral is (Anlm I r (! I Bn'l' m ') = J dTtjJ1,I ":n(;)tjJn'lm,(;)rc-1 and the electro n repulsion integral is
= J dTldT2tjJ,~i;'I(;;)tjJn'lm,(;;)tjJn''~n,~;;')tjJn"'I!?m",(r~)rI2-1 , wh ere
The us ual expansion of the fun c tion r1 2 -1 in spherical [5] or cylindri cal coordinates [6] is rejec te d in favor of the relati on [7] 1 J ~
This re prese ntation is fav orable for the e valuation of coulomb integrals with basis func ti ons of the following form . It is convenient first to reduce the dependence of the coulomb integral on molecular geometry by referring the coordinate axes at the atom centers to a new system with a common orientation. This was done by Harris . Such a transformation will be discussed briefly in the second section of this paper. By these means we isolate the basic integrals, whose evaluation is the main concern of this paper.
The Fourier transform of "'"1,,, is readily found in section 3. The remaining integrations over the k variables are then co mpleted for the nuclear attraction integral in section 3 and for the coulomb repulsion integral in section 4. The use of the Gaussian functions is briefly discussed in section 5.
Transformation of the Integrals
It was shown by Boys that it is convenient to expand the product "'~I1;''''" ' I~m' in eqs (1) and (2) at a point P on the directed line between A and B. Similarly, the product "'n'~·'~I1""'n"' I!?m'" is expanded about Q. The polar axes of the coordinate systems at points P and Q are initially along B-A and D -C, respectively. The coordinate system at P is obtained from the one at A by rotation through the Euler angles (a, j3 , y), collectively c haracterized as (PA), and translation without rotation a distance IP-A I =bR,/(a+b).
The basis functions in eq (2) are then tran sformed by means of the following expressions. The rotation of the spherical harmoni c through the Euler angles a, j3, yi s given by [9] .
When the spherical harmonic is translated without rotation a distance t along the polar axis, it is transformed [10] 
j=l ml +1 111 1 (6) Also, the trin omial expansion will yield
The use of eqs (5), (6) , and (7) permit the expansion of the product "'~l~'''''''l~m' in terms of the coordinate sys tem centered at P. Included in thi s expansion is a product of two Legendre polynom ials which may be expanded [11]
We also note that by multiple use of the recurrence formula [12] for the Legendre polynomials we can obtain
where all = 0 if n = -j + 2r+ 1 for integer r. The an can easily be determined for any particular case. A similar series of transformations is applied in the coulomb repulsion integral to transform the product "'"'~'~n""'n"'/?'m"'; the coordinate system is centered at Q.
The last step in transforming the integrands for both the nuclear attraction and coulomb r ep ulsion integrals is to rotate the coordinate axi s of P in the first instance to have its polar axis directed along C-P and for the coulomb repulsion integral the axes at P and Q are rotated to have a commo n orientation with the polar axis Q-P. In both these cases t4e Euler angles for the rotation at P will be denoted by (P' P). These results and the definitions in the appendix allow us to factor out the dependence on molecular geometry from eqs (1) and (2).
Nuclear Attraction Integral
The nuclear attraction integral can be written
ndn2!n3!n;!n;!n~! a+b a+b a+b a+b (10) 1l2+ 1l~
J+k 2: CJjj,crcr' 2:, ale 2:
It is readily see n that we must evaluate the integral
The prim es have been dropp ed in eq (4) but the coordina te sys te m has its polar axis along C -P and its ori gin at P. Although M = 0 in this coordin ate syste m from symmetry considerations, we s hall none theless re tain the fac tor P LIMI (cos cp)eiM~ since the more general expression is required for the electron repulsion integral. Substituting (3) into eq (11) we obtain 1 J -' " ,-' "-' "
Without loss of generality CPk can be set equal to zero, so that
where t/J is the angle between the CP axis and k. Consider (13) and integrate over the angular coordinates to obtain
Utilizing the Webe r and Sonine formula [1 3] ( .!!:...)" r(~)
we obtain finally
Substituting J into eq (12) and setting M = 0, we obtain
Integration over the angles yields
This integral, considered as a Hankel transform [14] , is given as 7T (
where the G function is a polynomial in generalized hypergeometric functions [15] .
An alternative formula may be obtained by relating the confluent hypergeometric function to the Laguerre polynomial [16] ,
and (a)L=(a) (a + 1) . . . (a+ L-l).
The Laguerre function is given as the power series [16] L+I /2 _ -
Coulomb Repulsion Integral
The coulomb integral, in the most general case, will reduce to
L L L L Dr,cr*(PA)Dl~'cr ' (PB)Dl~l,"cr"*(QC)Dr.'::'cr "' (QD) cr=-l u/ =-l' rr"= -l" a"' =-l'"
n;'+n~'
where (J + k)-is the smallest of (J + k) and (J' + k'). Evidently we need to evaluate the follow-
cos Q2 (17) where the polar axis is along Q -P. Again using the transformation of eq (1) we can separate the two-ek c tron integral into a product of integrals each over only the coordinates of one electron, These integrals are, of course, very similar to the nuclear attraction integral that has just bee n e valuated. Therefore, we can immediately write down the integral over k.
The angular integrations are readily performed using eq (8) and the relation [17] eikrcos</J = L (21
Equation (18) reduces to
The confluent hypergeometric functions can again be given in terms of the associated Laguerre functions. W e then find
[J2P
For y2 = U~-:-: ' we again utilize the Weber and Sonine formula to obtain
The substitution of (20) into eq (1 9) completes the derivation of an explicit algebraic formula for the coulomb repulsion integral.
Discussion
The co nnection with the usual expression of these integrals in terms of error functions and derivatives of error functions may b e seen from the representation of the error function by the confluent hypergeom etric function [18] There is little reason , however, to replace the confluent hypergeometric functions with the more familiar error functions. For computational purposes the confluent hyper geometric functions are quite adequate.
These formulas make it possible to extend the use of Gaussian basis functions to higher principal and azimuthal quantum numbers which is required if the Hartree-Fock limit is to be approached for most molecules. The integral computation time will not materially increase as the quantum number is increased; the major difficulty is the inherent inaccuracy of the Gaussians (i.e., the wrong cusp values and asymptotic behavior) and a large number of basis functions is required to overcome this deficiency. For example, for a simple system like H2 about twice as many Gaussian basis functions as Slater functions are required to achieve comparable results [19] . Therefore, the main problem remains the handling of the very large blocks of numbers that are generated in the Hartree-Fock procedure. 
R t = IA -BI

